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The GT CUP
Since the start in 2007 by Marc Haynes, the GT Cup Championship has grown to become a
firmly established part of the UK Motorsport landscape. Founded as a premium GT sprint
series, it has continuously proved to be the championship of choice, offering excellent track
time and value for money. The Championship has grown in structure over the years, with top
international GT teams supporting entrants, and numerous professional coaches taking part to
help amateur drivers de-velop their race craft.
The paddock is renowned for its relaxed but professional atmosphere, with teams and drivers prepared to help each other in a tight spot. This doesn't diminish the competitive edge with all races
strongly contested, and the Championship welcomes all types of entrant, that share our sporting
values.
The Championship also enjoys one of the widest variety of GT car grids in the United Kingdom, which
is split into five groups by the maximum lap time potential of each car. It has GT3 machinery from
Aston Martin and McLaren competing for honours with Cup cars from Lamborghini and Ferrari, and
GT4 cars from Ginetta and Porsche amongst many others. This is just a sample of the rich diversity
of makes and models that participated in 2018.
DRIVERS
The GT Cup is the ideal place for amateur drivers to hone their craft and is open to National B
licence holders and above. It is also open to coach/pro drivers entering as part of a two-driver
team with a sporting driver, being at the heart of the Championship.
POINTS
The unique group structure and points scoring system ensures any driver from any group has a chance
of becoming the overall champion. In 2018, GTH Group and Overall Champions Chris Murphy and
Adam Hatfield kept a tight lead across the entire season between GTO entry Kevin Riley and Gareth
Downing in their National Motorsport Academy Mosler.
TYRES
2019 will be Pirelli's tenth season supplying the GT Cup. The manufacturer provides a massive
range of slick and wet tires for the Championship, to satisfy the rich variety of machinery racing in
the Championship. Tyres may be heated prior to use, and slick sets are limited to three per day, to
reduce expenditure.
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Eligibility
The GT Cup Championship's unique structure ensures thrilling racing throughout the grid, which is
split into five groups, allowing for a large variety of cars to compete on an equal footing.
In 2018 the GT Cup introduced group GTH as a new category featuring manufactures GT4
specification machinery into its Championship. The group has proven very successful and
continues to grow as a popular choice for 2019.
GROUP CLASSIFICATION
GTO - Open specification cars. Cars built by very low volume manufactures ( Subject to meeting
balance of performance), GT3, GT2 and GTE class cars, modified challenge cars; cars that are not
derived from universally recognised volume GT manufactures. (Max bhp/ton 525).
GTC - Later model year Challenge and Cup specification cars, with performance balancing where
required. (Max bhp/ton 475).
GTB - Early year Challenge and Cup cars with minimum specification changes together with
modified saloon base vehicles. (Max bhp/ton 425).
GTH - For homologated cars running to manufactures GT4 specification. (Max bhp/ton 400).
GTA - Lower specification Cup, Challenge and one make series cars. (Max bhp/ton 375).
ELIGIBLE CARS

(*For a complete list please see Appendix II in the 2019 regulations).

Aston Martin Vantage GT3/GT4/NGT
Audi R8 GT3, GT4
Bentley Continental
BMW M3 E46 GTR / BMW M4
Chevrolet Camaro
Chevron GT4
Dodge Viper
Ferrari 360, 430, 458, 488
Ford Mustang GT4
Ginetta G50, G55, GT4
KTM X-BOW
Lamborghini Gallardo
Lamborghini Huracan
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Lamborghini Huracan Super Trofeo
Lotus Evora GTE
Marcos Mantis
Maserati Gran Turismo
McLaren 650S, MP4-12, 570S
Mercedes AMG GT4
Mosler M900
Porsche 911, 935, 997, 996, 991, Cayman
Renault RS01 GT3
Sin R1
TVR Cerbera, Sagaris
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Weekend
Timetable
TWO DAY WEEKEND

PRE-SEASON EVENTS
EVENT

DATE

LOCATION

AUTOSPORT INTERNATIONAL SHOW

10 - 13 JANUARY 2019

STAND H1, 1174 | NEC, BIRMINGHAM

NIGHT OF CHAMPIONS, AWARDS DINNER

26 JANUARY 2019

BRANDS HATCH

MEDIA DAY

FEBRUARY (TBC)

TBC

RACE SEASON SCHEDULE
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ROUNDS

DATE

LOCATION

1, 2, 3, 4

13 - 14 APRIL

DONINGTON PARK (NATIONAL)

5, 6, 7, 8

11 - 12 MAY

SNETTERTON (300)

9, 10, 11, 12

27 - 28 JULY

SNETTERTON (300)

13, 14, 15, 16

17 - 18 AUGUST

SILVERSTONE (GP)

17, 18, 19, 20

31 - 01 SEPTEMBER

BRANDS HATCH (GP)

21, 22, 23, 24

21 - 22 SEPTEMBER

DONINGTON PARK (GP)

25, 26, 27, 28

26 - 27 OCTOBER

Snetterton (300)

SATURDAY:
PRACTICE = 15 MINUTES
QUALIFYING = 15 MINUTES
SPRINT RACE = 25 MINUTES
PIT STOP RACE = 50 MINUTES
SUNDAY:
PRACTICE = 15 MINUTES
QUALIFYING = 15 MINUTES
SPRINT RACE = 25 MINUTES
PIT STOP RACE = 50 MINUTES
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Special Prizes

Every weekend over sixty trophies will be given out to the top three drivers/
driver pairings in each group. Additional awards for Driver of the day, Team of
the weekend and Sunoco driver of the weekend are also up for grabs. Each
trophy is accompanied by a limited edition Pirelli winners cap and a bottle of
bubbly for the victors.
The top drivers in each group are also invited to receive their Championship
trophies at our prestigious Night of Champions, end of season celebration and
awards dinner. During the event awards are presented for Driver of the year,
Spirit of GT Cup (Sparkies Cup) and the overall 2019 GT Cup Championship
winner(s) will receive their trophy.
British Formula One Grand Prix
Each Championship group winner will also join as special Bute Motorsport VIP
hospitality guests of F1 tyre supplier Pirelli at the British Formula One Grand Prix
at Silverstone. Each winner will be invited to Saturdays qualifying event sessions
where you will not only stay overnight in a 4 Star De Vere hotel including dinner
and drinks on the Friday evening, but you will also enjoy fantastic service and a
five-course gourmet luncheon with fine wines in Pirelli's exclusive area of the F1
Paddock Club in the Silverstone Wing, allowing a birds-eye view of the pit-lane
activity and racetrack action.
As guests of the paddock club, you will also be treated to additional services
such as exclusive access to the support Race Paddock, Pit Lane walk, guided
Paddock Tour, Entertainment and Shuttles.
Sunoco Daytona Challenge
Sunoco race fuels, supplier to the GT Cup by the Anglo-American Oil Company,
are recommended Championship suppliers. Those participants using Sunoco
race fuel will be automatically entered into the exciting Sunoco Daytona Challenge, an amazing opportunity to win a race seat at the famous Daytona 24 Hours.
Eligible racers score points from the finishing positions, poles, and fastest
laps throughout the year. The winning driver will be given a seat in the Sunoco
liveried car in the 240-minute endurance race the day before the renowned
24-Hour event. Flights, hotels, race suit, and start fee, plus a three-day test
at Daytona at the beginning of January, are also included.
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HOSPITALITY
If the pit lane is the soul of the GT Cup, then the beating heart is the Bute Motorsport Race Centre.
Prominently located in the paddock at every GT Cup round, it is the centre of everything to do with
the Championship.
Team managers, drivers, and invited guests can enjoy the superb catering provided and relax in
their home-from-home at the race track. Guests can brush shoulders with competitors, which
contributes to the friendly, family-based paddock atmosphere that is a trademark of the GT Cup.
However, the Race Centre is not just for the drivers, the teams, friends and family; it plays an
important part in welcoming corporate guests as well. With hospitality being such an important
and valuable tool, it allows businesses to build relationships with partners, suppliers and other
race attendees. Our professional hospitality services will cater to all your guests’ needs and our
options can be scaled to suit every budget.
Hospitality in the GT Cup Race Centre includes as standard a cooked English breakfast, refreshments
throughout the day, and a two-course lunch, all provided within a warm and welcoming environment.
For further details, please contact Hannah
By telephone; 01963 442787 or email;
Hannah@butemotorsport.co.uk

Hospitality for all occasions
Team Hospitality :
- Full English breakfast
- Hot & Cold drinks
- Packed Lunch
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VIP RACE CENTRE HOSPITALITY:
- Entry to the hospitality lounge
- Full English breakfast
- Hot & cold drinks all day
- Two-course hot lunch

HOSTED VIP SERVICE:
- Entry to the hospitality lounge
- Full English breakfast
- Hot & cold drinks all day
- Two-course hot lunch
- Guided tours
- Pit-Lane Exclusivity
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DEMOGRAPHICS

Media Coverage

The GT Cup continues to appeal to key demographic groups, with the 18 to 44-year-old age range making
up the bulk of the viewers of the championship. Encouragingly a third of viewers are based outside of the
United Kingdom, helping to cement the international audience of the series and appeal to racers from
across the globe who might want to test themselves on the best circuits the UK has to offer.

For over eleven years, the GT Cup has worked closely with all disciplines of the media to
maximise not just the exsposure of the Championship, but its individual drivers, sponsors
and teams. In addition to having strong relationships with both national and international
journalists, with coverage seen in national papers, motorsport publications, Autosport and
Motorsport news, the Championship has featured on news outlets like the BBC's Breakfast
Show and the Daily Record.

As consumption of media moves towards an on-demand future, 83% of online viewers now enjoy GT
Cup on tablets, smart-phone, and computers. Continuing to meet the demand of racing fans, the
Championship continues to explore online and social media based outlets for video content.
GT Cup has enjoyed featured highlights on Motors TV both on Sky including Frontrunner in the UK and
internationally on Motor Trend on demand. In 2019 the Championship will be partnering with Amazon
Prime which, will feature an entire season of full-length coverage as well as live streaming across social
media and Youtube at select events. With coverage reaching 81 countries and a potential audience of
over 25 million, strong brand coverage is guaranteed.

GT Cup also works very closely with Championship partner and tyre supplier Pirelli, The
Championship is actively being promoted via its global website, employees and weekly
media email newsletters.

DIGITAL
Digital marketing today is now one of the most popular forms of communication methods
around the world, the GT Cup utilise its speed and reach via the internet to target content to
its global motorsport audience at a click of a button.
The Championship uses a vast range of methods including, live race commentary across
the entire weekend on twitter as well as posting behind the scenes photographs on Instagram. Professional photographers are employed to capture close up action shots on track
and in the paddock which is then uploaded to galleries on Facebook, race reports and our
brand new Championship website.
The Championship each year invests heavily into video and television content which is then
made available across its dedicated youtube channel, website and via TV channels such as
Motors TV and Front Runner.
Over the years, the championships audience numbers have grown at impressive rates
and continue to do so year on year. In 2018 the Championship launched a brand new
feature rich website where teams, drivers and fans alike have access to huge range of
digital media including TV/Video content, Team/ Driver bios, individual race reports, the
latest Championship points, application portal, text messaging service, merchandise
store and much more.
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PARTNERSHIPS
Motorsport is a fantastic way to engage with a passionate demographic of the
population. Your sponsors & partners can gain supurb exposure through the
Championship. This activity can prove to be very cost effective for advertising,
increasing brand awareness with a loyal fanbase.
Partnerships are an incredibly versatile and effective means of marketing a
company or brand with wide exposure, press, corporate hospitality, video and
photo content all contributing to the toolkit. Add in the use of a race car at a
business networking, show or corporate day and you will understand why more
and more brands choose to partner with teams and drivers in the GT Cup.

"FOR US AT THE NATIONAL MOTORSPORT ACADEMY THERE
IS NO OTHER CHAMPIONSHIP THAT FITS THE BILL LIKE GT
CUP. A CHAMPIONSHIP WHICH IS WELL ORGANISED, WITH
A FRIENDLY PADDOCK, SUPERB HOSPITALITY CENTRE AND
LOTS OF TRACK TIME, WHAT A GREAT WAY TO SPEND A
WEEKEND. ROLL ON 2019."

BECOME A CHAMPIONSHIP PARTNER
Our championship partners have access to the Race Centre at events,
where breakfast and lunch are served daily, as well as hot and cold drink
facilities throughout the day. The hospitality unit is also an ideal location to
host clients or undertake meetings at your leisure.
Copyright-free images and videos can be made available upon request.
Bute Motorsport team members can carry your brand on official clothing
and your logo will feature on the official website, press releases, TV Episodes,
on the hospitality unit, and most importantly on the race cars, themselves.
If you would like further information, a Partners Guide containing detailed
information about all options available can be requested from either
Hannah James, Championship Director or Christopher Thorn, Commercial
Manager. We look forward to discussing opportunities for 2019 with you.

NATIONAL MOTORSPORT ACADEMY
2018 GROUP GTO CHAMPIONS

HAYNES
I N T E R N A T I O N A L

MOTOR MUSEUM
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CONTACTS
CHAMPIONSHIP DIRECTOR
HANNAH JAMES
MOBILE - 07500 116687
OFFICE - 01963 442787
EMAIL - HANNAH@BUTEMOTORSPORT.CO.UK
COMMERCIAL MANAGER
CHRISTOPHER THORN
MOBILE - 07508907634
OFFICE - 01963 407035
EMAIL - CHRIS.THORN@BUTEMOTORSPORT.CO.UK
TECHNICAL CO-ORDINATOR
PHILIP BOLAND
MOBILE - 07836 608615
EMAIL - PHIL@BUTEMOTORSPORT.CO.UK

BUTE MOTORSPORT LIMITED, SPARKFORD, NR. YEOVIL, SOMERSET, BA22 7LH
WWW.GTCUP.CO.UK

